The USB Dual Power charger keeps you plugged-in and powered-up at home and on the road. Featuring a robust charging capacity of 1.5 amps, two USB ports for the simultaneous charging of two devices, and a pocket-friendly 2-in-1 design for both wall charging and auto charging, the USB Dual Power is the ultimate charging accessory for USB-powered portable electronics!

**FEATURES**
- Provides 1.5 amps of charging power
- Charge two USB devices at once
- Use at home or in the car
- Built-in safety fuse to protect your devices
- Sleek, pocket-friendly design
- LED light indicates ready power source

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**Input:** 100 to 240 VAC 50/60 Hz 0.15 A 12 to 24 VDC.

**Output:**
- USB port 1: 5.0 V = 1.5 A;
- USB port 2: 5.0 V = 1.5 A;
- USB port 1 + 2: 5.0 V = 750 + 750 mA.

**KF-CC-304, USB Dual Power**